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Abstract

A rigorous mathematical review of ray tracing is presented. The concept of
exible voxel formats as a means of a generic input to a graphics pipeline,
along with a generic decoder is introduced. The blending equation is
formalized in terms of function integrals. The issues pertaining to inter-
polation/classi�cation order are de�ned and resolved. Opacity weighted
color interpolation and its implications in lighting and compositing is dis-
cussed. In particular, the multi-resolution (along the ray) correction of the
opacity-weighted color is derived. In addition, �ltering of a supersampled
image plane is shown to be expressible in terms of accumulation along a
ray of auxiliary tensor �elds. Furthermore, the correct continuum limit of
the discrete opacity accumulation formula is presented.
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1 Introduction

Volume rendering is a well established and fastly growing �eld, with many
applications in visualizing medical scans, geophysical and scienti�c datasets,
among others. In this paper we focus our attention to the ray tracing ap-
proach to volume rendering. A volume rendering pipeline (in hardware or
software) consists of some well established stages: the input (a general multi-
�eld voxel), the decoder (which maps the input voxel to rgba), the interpo-
lation unit (which can interpolate either voxel values or opacity weighted
colors: ~r~g~ba), the lighting unit, and the compositing unit. In this paper we
discuss the mathematics and some applications of the various stages of a
general multi-�eld and multi-resolution ray-tracing pipeline.

This paper features:

� Flexible voxel formats, as generic input to a rendering pipeline. A
voxel is understood to represent a collection of �elds, each �eld corre-
sponding to an attribute of the dataset in a given position in space.
This concept is useful for multi-modal visualization [4]; for medical ap-
plications one can have multiple scans of the same anatomy, using a
di�erent acquisition mode (CT, MRI, PET, ultrasound). Also general
3D-scan converted �elds, which can represent segmentation informa-
tion, edgeness [6], shadows [11, 12], material stress and displacement
�elds, among others.

� Voxel decoder, which maps a (potentially multi-�eld) voxel to a rgba
value. Such a mapping needs to be general enough as to accommodate
for all usual cases of interest, yet constrained enough as to be easily
implementable (in hardware or software). We introduce the concept of
�xed-grammar variable length cascaded decoder, which can accommo-
date for most of the cases of interest. The decoder is a generalization
of the transfer function concept [5], in a way that is well-suited for
multi-�eld visualization.

� Interpolator unit [9], which examines the neighborhood of a sample,
and assigns attributes to a sample, given the attributes of the voxel
lattice around the sample. One can interpolate either voxel �elds, or
color-opacity �elds.
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In the case of voxel interpolation, one should allow for the ability
to interpolate individual voxel sub�elds independently, and with po-
tentially di�erent interpolation modes. For example, one might want
to interpolate intensity sub�elds linearly, but interpolate segmentation
sub�elds either using a segmentation based probabilistic scheme, or
simply do nearest neighbor interpolation (the reason for that is that
there is no a priori notion of linear interpolation of segmentation �elds,
unless if one knows a priori (by construction) that the category �eld
assignment is somehow monotonic).

In the case of color-opacity interpolation, one �nds the rgba as-
signments of each of the voxels of a given sample, and interpolates
those. Here there is a minor complication. One should consider the
opacity-weighted colors and interpolate those, as was advocated in [2]
to avoid the self-occlusion artifact. This follows from the mathematics
of the blending equation, as we will prove for a general interpolation
�lter. This proof will rely heavily on a powerful de�nition of the blend-
ing process as a functional (Monte Carlo) integral. This approach is
reminiscent to the path-tracing approach of [7].

We introduce our notation: We generically denote as c any r, g, or
b component; a denotes the opacity. When those values refer to an
average around sample s, we denote the average by <>s. Let t denote
transparency (t = 1�a). For a generic alpha weighted color component
we use the usual tilde notation:

~c � c � a

We use capital letters for denoting the corresponding accumulated val-
ues: ~R, ~G,~B (generically ~C),A,T.

� Edgeness Modulation unit, which modulates the opacity-weighted color
(generalizing the usual [8] or any lighting model, which is written in
terms of c, and not ~c) and the opacity [9]. The reason for expressing
shading in terms of opacity-weighted colors is that the input of the
shading stage is the output of the interpolation stage (which is ~c).

� Blending unit, which calculates the contribution of the current sample
when blended on the current ray, front to back. This is an integration
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(or discrete summation) process along the ray. The correct continuum
limit of the transparency accumulation is introduced. The theory is pre-
sented in a general way, so that it is independent of the parametrization
of the line (i.e. independent of the choice of a local unit of length in the
neighborhood of any sample on the ray). This formulation leads to a
clean proof of the usual alpha correction ([13, pg133]), which is relevant
when one supersamples along the ray [9], or in shear-warp ray tracing
[3]. We examine the e�ect of supersampling along the ray, and we prove
that one should alpha correct the interpolated alpha values, as opposed
to interpolating the alpha corrected alpha values of the neighborhood.
Furthermore, one needs to rescale the opacity-weighted colors, in a way
that we specify.

� Finally, a pixel output unit, which in general has to �lter the contribu-
tions of many adjacent rays to produce a pixel (supersampling on the
image plane) [10]. It is shown that such a �ltering process is equivalent
to just using one ray, however taking into account higher derivative
(tensor) �elds, and accumulating those too.

2 Cascaded Multi-�eld Voxel Decoder

Traditionally, one thinks of voxel �elds as intensity (of some sort) describing
a volume. However, one can think of a voxel as a container of multiple �elds,
each describing di�erent attributes of space. This can be multi-modal scans
of a volume (CT, MRI, PET, SPECT, ultrasound) [4], category �elds 1 (from
manual or (semi)automatic segmentation), rgba pixel components, edgeness
�elds, or di�erent state variables in scienti�c visualization (pressure, density,
temperature, viscosity etc.). Other candidate �elds can be encoding of depth,
3D stencil, shadows, fog, stress/displacement, voxelized embedded geometry
etc. It is of interest for both software and hardware applications to be able to
have a common framework of treating all special cases in a uniform fashion.
Before presenting the general formalism, we look at a special case: Assume
that we are looking for a transfer function of the form [13, pg. 89]

a = a(I; jrIj):

1I would like to thank Vikram Simha for discussions on this
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One can expand this function in terms of appropriate basis functions (fourier,
wavelets, etc.) as

a = ~X
m;n

amn � fm(I)gn(jrIj):

In the above, � stands for the usual multiplication and ~P stands for the usual
addition. However we use a special notation because we will generalize these
operations in what follows. The above is a doubly in�nite sum, which could
be truncated given the sampling frequency of the dataset. Even if �nite, the
above decomposition would need to involve few terms, if it was to be useful.
In what follows a scheme is proposed where one keeps a �xed number of
generalized \summands", while allowing for arbitrary operations (logical or
arithmetical).

The general formalism now follows: Let

V = (V1; V2; : : : ; Vn)

be a voxel V , with partial n voxel �elds V1; : : : ; Vn. A lookup table Li acts
on the �eld Vi to produce rgba values:

Li : v 7! rgbai(v); 8v 2 Vi:

The notation indicates that each lookup table produces the partial rgba con-
tribution of a given voxel �eld. Subsequently, one needs to combine those
partial contributions, using logical or arithmetic operations. We denote by
�ij the operator that combines the rgbai with rgbaj:

rgbai �ij rgbaj 7! rgba(ij):

This means that the operator �ij is really the tensor product of four oper-
ators, one for each rgba component. This scheme iteratively de�nes a tree,
each node being the contraction of (at least) two parent nodes. A good com-
promise between full generality and realistic applications is achieved by using
a �xed-grammar, variable width tree, according to

V = (F3; F2; F1; F0) 7! (L3(F3) �32 L2(F2)) �(32)(10) (L1(F1) �10 L0(F0)): (1)

As shown clearly in �g.1, The � operators are composite operators, com-
prising of four component-wise operations, one for each of the color-opacity
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channels. Useful operators (per rgba channel) are the sixteen logical oper-
ations, and some arithmetic ones, such as multiplication, multiplication of
the complements with respect to one, addition, average, minimum, maxi-
mum, among others. It is to be emphasized that such a decoding scheme has
�xed grammar (nodes); therefore it is easily and eÆciently implementable by
hardware or by software. If the bitwidths of the lookup tables in the decoder
are not all equal (asymmetric decoder), there is an extra complication: one
needs to de�ne the �elds using masks on the original voxel value. This is
e�ectively a permutation of the labels of the sub�elds within the voxel (note
that the masks can de�ne sub�elds that overlap, which is very useful for
luminance-alpha volumes).

It is easy to see that such a scheme can accommodate for many (if not
most) cases of interest. Here we provide some examples:

� In the case of rgba volumes, each voxel is of the form (r; g; b; a). The
lookup tables can be arbitrary functions, and all the � operators can
be �OR � (OR
OR
 OR
OR). Then

r 7! L3(r) = (f3(r); 0; 0; 0); g 7! L2(g) = (0; f2(g); 0; 0);

and
L3(r) �OR L2(g) � L32(r; g) = (f3(r); f2(g); 0; 0):

Similarly,

b 7! L1(b) = (0; 0; f1(b); 0); a 7! L0(a) = (0; 0; 0; f0(a));

and
L1(b) �OR L0(a) � L10(b; a) = (0; 0; f1(b); f0(a)):

The �nal result is

L32 �OR L10 = (f3(r); f2(g); f1(b); f0(a)):

� Similarly, if one of the voxel �elds is a segmentation �eld, one can use
the above strategy to modify the voxel's rgba assignment by a segmen-
tation dependent rule. For concreteness, let us consider an example:
Let (s; i) be a dual �eld, where s is a category index and i an intensity
index. If

L1(s = 1) = (1; 0; 0; 1); L0(i) = (r; g; b; a)
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and
�10 = (AND
 AND
 AND
 OR);

then
L1(s = 1) �10 L0(i) = (r; 0; 0; 1):

The result is that the voxels that belong to the category s = 1 are
made opaque, and only the red component of the voxel's classi�ed
intensity is kept. It is clear that one is limited only by one's imagination
about the operators that one uses. In particular one can perform set-
theory operations (such as �nd the union of all segments belonging
to categories c1; c2, and make their opacity zero, i.e. make those two
segments invisible.

� In the case of luminance-alpha volumes, let (l; a) be a general voxel.
Then

L1(l) = (r(l); g(l); b(l); 0); L0(a) = (0; 0; 0; f(a))

L1(l) �OR L0(a) = (r(l); g(l); b(l); f(a)):

The result is a pixel value, with extra bonus that one can apply a
further lookup on the opacity values.

� As examples of the use of arithmetic operators, consider the following
operators, which can be useful in combining two di�erent scans of the
same object together:

A �c B � maxfA;Bg; A �t B � 1� (1� A)(1� B)

One can use the �c operator for each color component, and the �t
operator for the opacity:

rgba1 (�c; �c; �c; �t) rgba2:

� One can also combine a volume with a shadow map of the same volume
(representing the illumination of the volume by arbitrary light sources).
The multi-�eld voxel is then (s; i), where s now stands for the shadow
value, which is the opacity accumulated at the voxel position, when the
volume is illuminated by the light sources. Simple shadowing can be
performed by:

c0 = (1� s) � c
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In terms of the decoder, consider the operation �sh = (�;�;�;�)
(where � is the usual multiplication):

s 7! L1(s) = (1� s; 1� s; 1� s; 1); i 7! L0(i) = (r; g; b; a);

and conclude that

L1(s) �sh L0(i) = ((1� s)r; (1� s)g; (1� s)b; a):

� Further applications include depth shading (where one is given a depth
�eld, which can be classi�ed and combined with other sub�elds, thus
simulating distance dependent fog), and stress/displacement �elds (where
one can modulate the sample's color by the local deformation stress of
the volume).

� If one is also given the normal �eld magnitude data as an input to the
decoder, then one can use it to further modulate the rgba above by the
edgeness value. This concept can be easily generalized to providing for
lighting of one or more classi�ed �elds, with subsequent combination
with other classi�ed sub�eld contributions.

We will not proceed further with exploring applications in the present
paper.

3 Color weighted interpolation

For a given ray, one needs to partition it, and consider samples along the ray.
In this section, we assume that we have somehow chosen the geometrical
position of such a sample. Then there are two choices: Either interpolate
(per �eld) all the voxel values in the neighborhood of the sample, and then
apply the decoding process, or decode the voxels in that neighborhood, and
interpolate the result. In either case, one would need to apply the front to
back (FTB) blending equations, which we rewrite for convenience in terms
of the transparency:

A0 = A+ a(1� A)! T 0 = T t; (2)

C 0 = C + ~cT; ~c � c � a: (3)
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Equation (2) is a statistical assumption, namely that the transparency at
each point de�nes a probability distribution, and that the distributions are
independent for di�erent sample points. If the neighborhoods that one uses
around each sample point for interpolations are not disjoint, this assumption
is not true, and one would have to take into account the correlation matrix
of the distributions at consecutive sample points. In the case that one inter-
polates rgba values, it has been indicated in the literature [2] that one gets
better images if one interpolates opacity-weighted colors, because one avoids
the self-occlusion e�ect. Here follows a general proof of that.

Consider a ray r, transversing though a lattice grid. We are interested
in accumulating color and opacity along this ray. This involves two steps:
Choosing sample points along the ray, and for the purposes of this section
we assume such a choice already given (the rami�cations of such a choice will
be discussed in a later section). In order to calculate the contribution of a
sample to the blending equations, we need an interpolation procedure, which
takes into account voxels in the neighborhood of the sample. Therefore,
blending in D dimensions is best thought of as a D-dimensional integral. For
any sample s along the ray, there corresponds a neighborhood N(s), which
will be used to deduce the pixel contributions of the sample to the blending
equation. The motivation and physical interpretation of our approach is
as follows: for each sample point, pick a voxel in its neighborhood (call it
the representative of the sample). This choice has to obey the probability
distribution of the interpolation measure in this neighborhood. For any such
choice, calculate the accumulated color and opacity of the ray. Repeat the
experiment many times, with di�erent choices of representatives, each time
calculating the accumulated color and opacity. Then, average the results,
and de�ne those averages to be the color and opacity accumulated along the
ray. This process is very common in modern theoretical physics [14]. It has
also been explored in a somewhat di�erent context in [7]. Referring to �g.2,
we show a ray, as it crosses six non-intersecting neighborhoods. For each
of these neighborhoods, we have a well de�ned probability, as given by the
(normalized) distance of each of the (two) voxels to the sample point (which
is, in this case,the intersection of the ray with the neighborhood). Due to
the statistical independence of the neighborhoods, the probability of a given
choice of representatives for all the neighborhoods (choice function), is just
the product of the individual probabilities.

We proceed with the formalism: we are given a ray r, and a collection
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of uniformly spaced samples along it, enumerated by s 2 [0; S]. For each
sample s, we consider given a bounded interpolation neighborhood N(s) 2,
consisting of the voxels of which will be used to determine the pixel value at
the sample position. Assume that

s 6= s0 ) N(s) \N(s0) = ; : (4)

Assume a normalized measure of integration d�s on each neighborhood N(s)
given. This measure can be used to de�ne interpolation averages on that
neighborhood:

< f >s�
Z
N(s)

d�sf: (5)

Consider the space �r of all choice functions � : s 7! N(s). Clearly, for each
such choice of function, we can de�ne the quantities:

T�(s) =
sY

p=0

t(�(p)); (6)

C�(s) =
sX

p=0

~c(�(p))T�(s� 1): (7)

Those quantities involve only voxel positions, and they are therefore known
a priori (without interpolation). Consider the measure induced on �r by the
product of the measures on each neighborhood:

d�� �
sY

i=0

d�s: (8)

Clearly, we should de�ne the transparency and color accumulated along the
ray as the Monte Carlo average (functional integral) over the space �r, using
the above measure.

Ts �< T�(s) >�2�r
; Cs �< C�(s) >�2�r

: (9)

With the de�nitions above, we now proceed to prove that:

2This is an assumption, that a given interpolation scheme might, or might not, satisfy.
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Theorem 1 The color and transparency accumulated along the ray can be

determined using the iteration equations:

Ts+1 = Ts < t >s+1; Cs+1 = Cs+ < ~c >s+1 Ts : (10)

Proof:

We �rst write the invariant de�nitions above in a more explicit way. d�s is
a discrete probability measure, therefore:

< f >s=
X

i2N(s)

ps(i)f(i) �
X

�s

ps(�s)f(�s) ;
X

i2N(s)

ps(i) �
X

�s

ps(�s) = 1:

(11)
In the above formula we introduced a shorthand notation for the choice
function; for sample k 2 [0; s+ 1], let �k 2 N(k) be its representative. Then
it easily follows:

Ts+1 =
X

�0;:::;�s+1

s+1Y

k=0

p(�k)
s+1Y

l=0

t(�l) = Ts < t >s+1 : (12)

Similarly

Cs+1 =
X

�0;:::;�s+1

s+1Y

k=0

p(�k)C�(s+ 1) =

=
X

�0;:::;�s+1

s+1Y

k=0

p(�k)(C�(s) + ~c(�s+1)T�(s)) =

= Cs + (
X

�s+1

p(�s+1)~c(�s+1))Ts =

= Cs+ < ~c >s+1 Ts: (13)

This concludes the proof. Equation (10) above proves that in the case of clas-
si�cation before interpolation one should interpolate < c � a > per sample
point, as has been speculated in the past. The above arguments are indepen-
dent of the interpolation scheme, as long as the interpolation neighborhoods
around the samples do not overlap. In the general case, the argument above
is only approximate. It is intuitively clear however that interpolating ~c is
much more mathematically sound than interpolating c. Furthermore, we
note that interpolating c, is equivalent to saying that

< c � a >=< c > � < a > :
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This is clearly incorrect, because the color components and the opacity are
derived by applying transfer functions (or a general decoder) on the same
voxel value spatial distribution, which means that in general they are statis-
tically correlated.

4 Normal Weighted Modulation (NWM) of

color (lighting) and opacity

Given the decoder's output 3, one can apply one's favorite lighting equation,
and also perform edge-weighted modulation of the opacity. In this section
we address the issue of how to modify the lighting equation, under the as-
sumption that one knows the interpolated opacity weighted color, and the
interpolated opacity. Therefore it is of interest to rewrite the lighting and
edge-weighting equations using only those variables.

In general we consider functions of the form G(x; b), where x is a positive
number and b is a boolean variable.

G(x; true) = const� x; G(x; false) = 1:

We de�ne, as usual, the normal vector using the gradient of one of the input
intensities (or general �elds, such as depth scalar �eld):

~n = �rv ; n = j~nj ; n̂ � ~n=n:

Then, the appropriate equations are:

< a >NWM
s = G1(ns; b) < a >s; (14)

< ~c >NWM
s = (�emissG2(ns; b

0) + �diffId[n̂s]G3(ns; b
00)) < ~c >s +

�specIs[n̂s]G4(ns; b
000)cspec < a >s : (15)

The equation above was derived by multiplying the usual expression for il-
lumination of color components by equation (14). This multiplication is to
be understood to take place before the interpolation, as explained in the

3In general, one could also embed the NWM unit within the decoder, which would

allow for combining lit pixel values, according to logical or arithmetic operations.
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previous section. Note that in equation (15) we allowed for edge-weighting
the terms individually, allowing only terms linear in the length of the voxel
value gradient. The physical assumption here is that the emissive, di�use
and specular components of the equation can be individually a�ected by the
local edgeness.

5 General integration along rays

There are two \canonical" ways of doing raytracing. Either always (indepen-
dent of the view angle) have �xed step per ray, or not. The second case arises
when one changes the sampling frequency along the ray, or in (orthographic,
for simplicity) shear-warp ray tracing, where the distance between samples
is view-dependent. If one does not compensate for the non-constancy of the
distance between samples in the situations above, one would see that the the
color of the rendered image changes. The solution of this problem usually
goes by the name of alpha correction. Here the issue is revisited, in light of
the < c � a > interpolation.

The solution of the usual transparency accumulation equation is

T (n) =
nY

i=1

t(i): (16)

Therefore

T (n) = exp
nX

i=1

ln t(i): (17)

The argument simpli�es in the continuum limit, so we rewrite the equation
as an integral along a ray r, parametrized by � (where the \eye" is positioned
at � = 0).

T (�) = exp
Z

�

0

d�
0 ln t(� 0): (18)

The integral in the equation above is to be understood as a shorthand for
the discrete sum. If taken seriously as an integral, then it is clear that it is
equivalent to the usual integral only in �rst order (with respect to the opacity
distribution). This is not surprising, because the transition from a discrete
equation to a continuum one is not uniquely de�ned. Equation (18) has the
property that if

r 3 �0 = 0! T (�0) = 0:
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This is in sharp contrast to the usual continuum limit, where

T (�0) = exp (�
Z

�0

0

d� a(�)); (19)

where the transparency does not accumulate to zero, even if all the opacities
(absorption coeÆcients) along the ray are equal to one! Therefore (18) should
be preferred over (19).

Clearly, when one changes the parametrization along the ray, one should
get the same result, because the physics of the problem should not depend
on the parametrization along the ray. Let � 0 = � 0(�) be a change of variables
in the integral. Then

T = exp
Z
r

d� 0
d�

d� 0
ln t(�(� 0)) = exp

Z
r

d� 0 ln(t(� 0)
d�

d� 0 ): (20)

We see that reparametrization invariance of the accumulated transparency
results in modifying the transparency locally, by exponentiation according
to the local change of scale. This is the generalization of the known result,
where � 7! � 0 � �=m, with m being a constant (which depends on the view
angle (for shear-warp) and the supersampling (along the ray) ratio). Then
one need to apply the alpha correction on the transparency of the sample.

< t >s 7!< t >m

s
; < a >s 7! fm(< a >s) � 1� (1� < a >s)

m: (21)

In the above equation we alpha-correct the opacity derived from the interpo-
lated voxel value (as opposed to interpolating the alpha-corrected opacities
for each voxel in the neighborhood of the sample). We do this is because the
alpha correction arises from the change measure of integration along the ray;
therefore one has to assume that the sample values are given and then alpha
correct them.

The alpha correction equation has interesting convexity properties. Con-
sider a ray segment r, of length l, and denote by <>r averages of functions
de�ned on the ray. Then, using eq. (17), one can prove that

T (r) = exp
X
i

ln ti = exp (< ln t >r l) � exp (ln < t >r l) =< t >l

r
: (22)

In the above equation we used Jensen's inequality, which is a fancy way of
saying that the logarithm is a convex down function. Therefore we proved
that:
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Theorem 2 The transparency accumulated on a ray segment is less than or
equal to the transparency that would be accumulated on the ray segment if
it was uniform (with transparency equal to the average transparency of the
given distribution).

This observation is fundamental because any continuum integral is de�ned in
terms of a partition of its domain, in the limit that the mesh of the partition
goes to zero. We see that as we make the mesh �ner (by adding points to
the current partition of the ray), the argument above shows that the value
of the accumulated transparency (under the assumption that each bin is
uniform, with value equal to its true average) becomes less and less, and
this process converges by de�nition to the transparency accumulated on the
original continuum ray.

As an application of this, we consider the e�ect of supersampling along
a ray. Consider a cell de�ned by two neighboring voxels (assume a one di-
mensional ray, for simplicity), with transparencies t1; t2. Further consider N
samples between them, such that each bin of the partition has equal length.
Let Tcell(N) be the contribution of those N samples to the transparency
accumulation equation, using the appropriate alpha correction per each in-
terpolated sample. Then

Tcell(N) =
NY

k=1

(
k

N + 1
t1 + (1�

k

N + 1
)t2)

1=N
�

NY

k=1

t(k;N)1=N :

(23)
Then it follows that:

0 � lim
N!1

T (N) � : : : � T (N + 1) � T (N) � : : : � T (2) � T (1):

A point worth mentioning is that the average transparency of those samples
is equal to the average of the transparencies of the end points of the cell:

1

N

NX

k=1

t(k;N) =
t1 + t2

2
; 8N � 1: (24)

Numerical simulations indicate that the convergence is pretty fast. In par-
ticular, for all values of t1; t2 one obtains the following rough upper bounds:

T (1)

T (2)
� 1:06;

T (2)

T (3)
� 1:03;

T (3)

T (4)
� 1:02;

T (4)

T (5)
� 1:01;

T (12)

T (13)
� 1:004:
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Those bounds are pessimistic, and they are approached as jt1� t2j ! 1. The
philosophical statement that follows from this is that one needs to super-

sample in such a way that consecutive samples have transparency di�erence

smaller than a set threshold. 4 This supersampling can be adaptive. It is
to be emphasized that the above theorem (and numbers) applies (per cell)
only in cases where (24) is satis�ed. This is not necessarily strictly true for
all interpolation schemes.

The color of the sample is not a�ected by this (local) change of scale, as
is well known (and can be easily proved). The philosophy behind the alpha
correction is that the ray segment stretches, therefore the \density" of the
material there changes; however the material itself does not get a�ected.

Interpolating opacity weighted colors introduces a minor complication,
which we now turn to. One can de�ne as the e�ective sample's color

< c >eff
s �

(
<c�a>s

<a>s

if < a >s 6= 0

0 otherwise
(25)

In this expression it is clear that the self occlusion e�ect is avoided, because if
the sample is transparent, its e�ective color (as de�ned above) also vanishes.
It is known that the sample's color is not a�ected by changing the scale
(this holds true even if the change of scale is local): < c >eff

s 7!< c >eff
s .

Therefore

< c�a >s=< c >eff
s � < a >s 7!< c >eff

s �fm(< a >s) =< c�a >s �
fm(< a >s)

< a >s

:

We de�ne for convenience

gm(< a >s) �
fm(< a >s)

< a >s

; (26)

and we have proved that the sample's opacity weighted color needs to be
rescaled according to

< ~c >s 7!< ~c >s gm(< a >s); (27)

under a (potentially sample dependent) change of scale (by m) along the ray.
Note that the function gm(x) has a well de�ned limit at x ! 0. This is the

4It is the author's opinion that this threshold can be as high as 0.2
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alpha correction rule for the opacity weighted colors. Note that in the case
where the voxels at the boundary of the cell are equal, the equations reduce
to the usual ones.

Using the parametrization of samples within a cell as above, it is clear that
consideringN samples (using linear interpolation) within a (one dimensional)
cell, one gets the following:

Ccell(N) =
NX

k=1

~c(k;N)gm(a(k;N))
k�1Y

l=1

t(l; N)1=N : (28)

In concluding this section, we would like to make a couple of points.
First, in single-�eld voxel visualization one traditionally absorbs the change
of scale in the lookup tables. In the multi-�eld visualization case, it would
be incorrect in general to modify all the corresponding lookup tables and use
the same operators to combine them. The philosophical statement here is
that the decoder has the responsibility of determining a sample's rgba. This
process is interpolation and classi�cation (in either order), and it doesn't
have anything to do with integration along the ray. Therefore, for multi-
�eld visualization, it is imperative to use the alpha correction as part of
the compositing unit. A similar argument applies to the calculation of the
local normal. Such a calculation could be performed on the opacity value,
or on the voxel value. This is again a local (derivative) operation that does
not have anything to do with integration along the ray. Therefore, if one
wanted to calculate normals as gradients of opacity, one would have to use
the original (non alpha corrected) opacity.

Second, the convexity argument of eq. (22) applies to the case of classi-
�cation before interpolation. In the case of classi�cation after interpolation
(i.e. we �nd the voxel value per sample, by interpolating each of the �elds of
the voxels in the neighborhood, and then we apply the decoder on that voxel
value) one cannot make a general statement. However, in the case where the
transparency transfer function is convex-down (at least in the range of the
voxel values that are relevant in the neighborhood of the samples of interest
along the ray), then theorem 2 still applies. The reason is that the logarithm
is a convex-down function, and the composition of two convex-down func-
tions is convex-down. For illustration of the argument, consider samples of
voxel values v1; v2, and the sample of voxel value 1

2
(v1+v2), which one would

use if one ray traced along that ray segment with a subsampling factor of
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two. Then:

1

2
(ln t(v1) + ln t(v2)) � ln

t(v1) + t(v2)

2
� ln(t(

v1 + v2
2

)):

In the equation above, the �rst inequality comes from the fact that the loga-
rithm is convex-down, and the second inequality comes from the assumption

that the transparency transfer function is convex-down. Exponentiating the
above, one indeed obtains that

t(v1)
1=2t(v2)

1=2 � t(
v1 + v2

2
);

as advertised above. The philosophical statement is that when one interpo-

lates after classi�cation, one is guaranteed to obtain a smoother image. If

one interpolates before classi�cation, one might get artifacts that are due

to the non-convexity of the transfer functions. As a numerical example,
consider the transition (at the boundaries of an object) between empty
space (voxel value vem = 0), to a �xed value, say vobj = 100. Say that
L(vobj) = (1; 0; 0; 1); L(vem) = (0; 0; 0; 0); L((vobj + vem)=2) = (0; 1; 0; 1).
If one interpolates after classi�cation, one would obtain a pale red at the
boundaries, whereas if one interpolates before classi�cation one would ob-
tain green color (artifact) at the boundary. In general, it is much safer to
interpolate pixel values after classi�cation. The classi�cation after interpo-
lation path imposes non-local constraints, i.e. the pixel value of the sample
is determined only by the average voxel value in the sample's neighborhood,
independent of the variance of the voxel value there. For example, neigh-
borhood voxel values f0; 240g and f118; 122g would be mapped to the same
pixel value (if one classi�ed after interpolation), which is usually unreason-
able. For the same reason, the classi�cation after interpolation path is more
sensitive to noise.

6 Supersampling on image plane

In a previous section we investigated how the line integral changes if one
changes the unit of length along a given ray. However, ultimately one has to
assign values to a pixel on an image. This is the issue of how one samples
the image plane, which is equivalent to a (local) choice of lengths along the
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image plane. In the discrete limit, one can use one or more rays to calculate
a pixel (and this can be done either explicitly, or implicitly by creating a
scaled texture and put the pixels there). Consider a ray r. For much of the
discussion the ray can be an arbitrary curve in space ~xr(s), parametrized
by its natural length. Here we will only deal with the orthographic case,
where the ray is a straight line, and all rays are parallel to each other. Given
a displacement vector ~w on the image plane, one can consider the ray r +
~w, which is simply the translation of all points of the initial master ray
(parametrized as ~xr(s); s being the local length) by ~w (see �g. 4). In the
orthographic case we take

@ ~w

@s
= 0:

Let T (r+ ~w) denote the transparency accumulated along that ray, as usual.
Let N(r) be a tubular neighborhood of the ray r, meaning a collection of ~ws,
which de�ne an open set on the image plane. We introduce the quantity

T (N(r)) �
Z
d2wp(~w)T (r + ~w);

which represents an interpolation of all the transparency contributions of all
the rays in the tubular neighborhood, according to probability distribution p.
The problem at hand is to �nd an analytic expression for this quantity. The
mental image that we have in mind is a process where we take the limit that
the tubular neighborhood shrinks continuously to the ray. This limit will be
a line integral on the original ray r, and it is of interest to know how is this
limit related to the original line integral. Let the probability distribution be
a 2d Gaussian �lter:

p(~w) �
1

2��2
e
�

w
t
w

2�2 :

Furthermore, from (18) 5

T (r + ~w) = e

R
r+~w

ln t(~xr(s)+~w)ds
:

We now use the Taylor expansion of the transparency function, to second
order in ~w.

t(~xr(s) + ~w) = t(~xr(s)) + wt
rt(~xr(s)) +

1

2
wtH(~xr(s))w;

5One could of course use the more traditional (19), and make similar arguments. Or
one can power expand the result that follows to linear order in the opacity, using that
ln(1� a) � �a.
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where H is the Hessian 3x3 matrix Hij = @i@jt. Collecting terms, expanding
the logarithm to second order, and performing the Gaussian integration (as-
suming that the ~ws span a neighborhood of radius at least 3�, in which case
we approximate the bounded integral with an in�nite one), one obtains that

T (N(r)) = T (r)(det(I � �2 < M >r))
�1=2e

1

2
<r ln t>t

r(
1

�2
I�<M>r)�1<r ln t>r :

(29)
In the above formula we use the de�nition

Mij(~xr(s)) � @i@j ln tj~xr(s);

and also < M > denotes a 3x3 matrix, the elements of which are the integrals
(along the ray) of the corresponding elements of the matrix at each point on
the ray. Similarly for the average of the gradient vector.

Equation (29) is a remarkable result. It explicitly collapses the accumu-
lated opacity contributions of a tubular neighborhood of a given ray to a
line integral along the ray. The new result is proportional to the old one,
and the multiplicative modi�cation depends on \second derivatives" along
the ray. Therefore one need not explicitly calculate the alpha contributions
of a family of sub-pixel positioned rays, and interpolate the result; one can
automatically calculate the result, if one chooses to accumulate the �rst and
second derivative expressions that appear above, along the �xed one ray.

As a sanity check, it is clear that if the transparency values transversely
to the ray are uniform, then one should obtain the same result as with only
the original ray. Indeed, (29) implies:

(
Z
dsrt(~xr(s)) = 03x1) ^ (

Z
dsM(~xr(s)) = 03x3)) T (N(r)) = T (r):

The technique above can be applied in deriving the e�ective color of a neigh-
borhood of rays. The result is not very illuminating, and therefore omitted.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a rigorous discussion of the mathematics of ray
tracing. Our focus was multi-modal and multi-resolution invariant visualiza-
tion. The concept of a general voxel decoder was introduced, which accommo-
dates most if not all applications that are currently considered as important.
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We introduced the concept of functional integration, as the unifying princi-
ple between sample classi�cation, interpolation and blending. Using this, we
proved in general that one should interpolate opacity weighted colors. The
lighting equation was rewritten as to use the opacity-weighted colors. When
multi-resolution considerations are important (as is the case in shear-warp
raytracing and in supersampling along the rays) we proved that one should
correct (renormalize) the interpolated opacity and the interpolated opacity-
weighted colors (as opposed to interpolating the renormalized opacities and
opacity-weighted colors), and we provided the necessary equations. Finally,
we considered supersampling along the image plane (in orthographic), and
we proved that the e�ect of �ltering the supersampled image is equivalent to
a modi�ed blending equation, which also takes into account the accumulation
of auxiliary tensor �elds.
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Fig. 1.    Fixed-grammar variable width cascaded decoder.



Fig. 2.  Non-intersecting interpolation neighborhoods
along a ray, and two different paths (choice functions).
The probability of each path is the product of the probabilities
for the choice of representative (denoted with circles for one
path and crosses for the other), for all the neighborhoods.
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N(r) of ray r are filtered according to p(w).
Fig. 3. Bundle of rays in the neighborhood
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